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A unified mathematical modelling and simulation for cathodic blistering
mechanism incorporating diffusion and fracture mechanics concepts
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A novel mathematical model has been developed to understand the mechanism of
blister initiation and propagation. The model employs a two-part theoretical
approach encompassing the debondment of a coating film from the substrate, cou-
pled with the design components incorporating diffusion and fracture mechanics,
where the latter is derived from equi-biaxial tensile loading. Integrating the two
components, a comprehensive mathematical design for the propagation of blister
boundaries based on specific toughness functions and mode adjustment parameters
has been developed. This approach provided a reliable and efficient prediction
method for blister growth rate and mechanisms. The model provided a foundation
for holistic design based on diffusion and mechanic components to enable better
understanding of the debondment of thin elastic films bonded to a metallic substrate.

Keywords: mathematical modelling; simulation study; paint coatings; fracture
mechanics; diffusion laws; delamination; blistering; debonding

Nomenclature

Unless otherwise specified, the following nomenclature is used in this paper:

Notations Description

T absolute temperature (K)
R ideal gas constant (=8.3145 JK−1 mol−1)
Di diffusion coefficient of species ‘i’ in aqueous medium (mm2/s)
D�

i diffusion coefficient of species ‘i’ at the interface of metal/coat (mm2/s)
Ni flux of species in dilute electrochemical system (mol/mm2 s)
N �

i flux of species inside the blister cavity at the interface (mol/mm2 s)
X partial molar volume of diffusing species (mm3/mol)
l chemical potential of diffusing specie (kJ/mol)
c average concentration of diffusing species (mol/mm3)
E Young’s modulus of coating (GPa)
v Poisson’s ratio of coating
F edge compression (N/mm)
Fc critical edge compression (N/mm)
H film micro-hardness (N/mm2)
r equi-biaxial compressional (diffusion induced) stress in the coating (GPa)
rc critical stress (GPa)
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1. Introduction

Cathodic blistering is one of the most severe processes responsible for metal-coating
interface degradation [1–3] and remains one of the key issues.[4–6] This form of
degradation depends upon similar parameters as for cathodic delamination,[7–26]
although it has a slightly different failure mechanism. Blister initiation and growth
occur when coated steel plates with incipient defects are exposed to alkaline environ-
ments.[27] The time for cathodic blister initiation is relatively longer for defect-free
coatings when compared to defect-induced coated surfaces. Mathematical models need
to be developed for quantifying the mechanisms of blister initiation and growth to
enhance the effectiveness of a protective coating. This research presents a novel analyti-
cal technique addressing the aforementioned issues when coated steel plates are
subjected to highly alkaline environments.

Protective coatings tend to prevent the effects of physical and chemical attack on
the substrate. However, in some circumstances, this attack is promoted, rather than hin-
dered, and results in blister initiation.[28] There are several causes of blister initiation:
artificial defects and pores in coatings [29,30] and micro-cracks [31] leading to the sub-
strate. These defects provide channels for water and oxygen to diffuse towards the
metal/coating interface. In an alkaline environment, the corrosion process starts with
the formation of anodic and cathodic sites within or near the blister area. Anodic sites
are formed within the range of salt contamination, while cathodic sites are formed
under the blister area and corrosion products are deposited between both anodic and
cathodic sites.[28] The anodic sites are developed at coating defects in neutral salt solu-
tion environments.[29,32] Irrespective of whether the solution is alkaline or neutral, the
cathodic reaction always takes place beneath the coating, while the corrosion products
formed serve as a basis for metal coat degradation/debondment.

Once a blister has initiated, it continues to grow, leading to the debondment of the
coating from the substrate. The blister growth mechanism is generally believed to be a
combination of the osmotic pressure developed due to the cathodic reaction and
debondment.[3,4,6,27,28,32] The size of the blister enlarges with increased osmotic
pressure as more water diffuses in, causing blister propagation. The increased pressure
causes the coating to detach from the substrate once the residual stresses exceed the
critical stress level. As the coating detaches, the propagation of the interfacial

� normal plane strain
h thickness of coat (mm)
b radius of blister (mm)
Wa average wavelength of abrasion (mm)
Ra amplitude of substrate surface abrasion or roughness (mm)
DL change in the length of coat (mm)
n dimensionless ratio of linear deflection per unit coating thickness
d linear deflection of coat (mm)
MB bending moment per unit length (GPa mm2)
ΔS resultant stress force per unit length (GPa mm)
Gm elastic energy stored in the bonded film (GPa mm)
CIC mode I stress intensity factor (GPa mm)/mode I toughness
w dimensionless mixed mode parameter
KI, KII mode I and mode II stress intensity factors (GPa mm1/2)
a; b dimensionless elastic mismatch parameters
xðaÞ angular deflection w.r.t elastic mismatch parameters (°)
� and k two dimensionless phenomenological roughness parameters
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debondment is subjected to mixed mode conditions, which depends upon the elastic
energy released (G) and dimensionless mixed mode parameter (w).

Previously, the Hutchinson model [33–35] was based on a comprehensive study of
fracture mechanic concepts defining coating debondment mechanisms. Following this,
Nguyen et al. [31] introduced the concept of a semi-double cantilever beam to explain
cathodic blistering through a micro-mechanics model. However, in recent research,
separate numerical models were developed by Prawoto to simulate the ionic transport
and fracture mechanics needed for blister propagation.[6,36,37] A similar blistering
model was developed by Prawoto and Onn [38] by combining diffusion concept with
fracture mechanics but it did not addressed the following issues: (i) effect of chemical
potential and partial molar volume of diffusing species on diffusion induced stress for
the coat, (ii) effect of substrate roughness on fractured interface toughness, (iii) elastic
energy release rate, G, as a result of blistering, (iv) influence of mode-adjusted debon-
ment driving force on blister propagation and (v) effect of Dandur’s elastic mismatch
parameters on debondmnet problem. Another blistering model developed by Prawoto
and Onn [39] provided with an efficient J-integral concept but again it did not included
the effects of chemical potential, substrate roughness and elastic mismatch on interfacial
toughness. All these issues have been accurately modelled in this paper.

The current research has developed a modified model that provides a foundation for
an efficient analytical design incorporating the concepts of both diffusion and fracture
mechanics. This paper presents an innovative conceptual and analytical model for
blistering initiation and propagation to predict the service life of coating systems. The
governing equations within the modified model for both components have been
designed independently and then fused to form a governing law for blister propagation
based on toughness functions. These functions depend on two roughness parameters
and are adapted for a dual-mode (mode 1 and mode 2) approach for analysing interfa-
cial debondment propagation behaviour. The two roughness parameters upon which the
toughness function depends are useful both for analysing various levels of blister
growth and the toughness of debonding edge interfaces. These interfaces are considered
to be tougher in mode 2 rather than mode 1.

The model is founded on experimental data, including all the parameters for blister-
ing. The simulation results have been thoroughly compared with the experimental
results and model has been accurately validated and provides a foundation for future
research within the area of coating failure analysis and prediction.

2. Experimental set-up and observations

2.1. Sample preparation and coating

AISI 1010 carbon steel was sued as test sample with dimension 2.5 × 5 cm. All three
samples (SI, SII and SIII) were conditioned through surface preparation using polishing
wheels with emery papers of 36, 200 and 600. Surface preparation was followed by
deep acetone cleansing. The test samples were applied with thin coatings referred to as
primer in this paper. The primer was prepared at a thinning ratio (by volume) of 5:1
(five parts of primer to one part of thinner). Conventional spraying gun with fluid tip
size of 1.4 mm was used at a working pressure of 3.5 bar for spraying primer. The
spraying viscosity was kept as 45 s ISO Cup at 20 °C. The substrate was dried at
20 °C for 6 h for a thorough dry. The film thickness on each conditioned sample was
kept constant within a range of 0.016–0.019 mm.
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2.2. Fracture mechanics set-up

The average surface roughness, film thickness and debonded area (blistered area) are
measured using three-dimensional (3D) scanning interferometry.[40] Roughness val-
ues for the substrate and thickness values of primer film are averaged through 20
data points per sample using 3D surface scanning interferometry. The radii of circu-
lar blisters (r) at interface of the coat and substrate were calculated using inter-
ferometry which is the arithmetic mean of 20 measurements for each sample. The
volume of blisters for thin film has been quantified through surface profiling using
interferometry.

Hardness values of the coatings were calculated by deploying a micro-hardness
indentation (HM-210 Vickers Hardness Testing) technique. Each sample was subjected
to 100 gf (1 N) with a load dwell time of 15 s. Hardness values in (N/mm2) were
calculated for each sample and are arithmetic mean of five measurements for each
sample.

The stress measurements were performed using extremely sensitive laser-based
system for in situ monitoring of thin-film stresses.

2.3. Diffusion set-up

Conditioned samples were then kept in sodium chloride (NaCl) solution at 20 °C,
0.65 M (37.98 g) of NaCl dissolved in 11.1 M (200 g) deionized water for 72 h. The
calculated molar volume Vm (mm3) of the solution is 75.331 × 103 mm3 at standard
density (ρNaCl = 0.00216 g/mm3) of the NaCl. The chemical potential μk (kJ) is calcu-
lated considering standard enthalpy change (−411 kJ/mol) of NaCl.

2.4. Experimental observations

2.4.1. Pre-experimental observations

The experiment has been designed to analyse the effect of various roughness values
of the film–substrate interface on the interfacial toughness while keeping the film
thickness constant for all three samples. The film thickness h for all samples was
kept constant with a tolerance of ±0.004 mm as shown in Table 1. Three samples
SI, SII and SIII were prepared with various roughness values (Section 2.1).
Roughness at interface can be related to non-dimensional roughness/material
parameter (k) as [41].

k ¼ CICWa

E1R2
a

where Ra is the amplitude of surface abrasion (roughness) and Wa is the average
wavelength of abrasion. R2

a
Wa

is termed as the substrate property while CIC
E1

is termed as
the film property. A case has been designed in which coating thickness is kept con-
stant, while Ra and Wa for three samples (SI, SII and SIII) are varied as shown in
Figures 1(a)–(d). For such a case, effect of parameter k on interface toughness is
analysed as given in Table 1. It can be seen that for sample SIII with highest interfa-
cial roughness, k is lowest, while for sample SI, with lowest interfacial roughness, k
is highest.
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2.4.2. Post-experimental observations

Post-experimental results were obtained using a 3D scanning interferometry. The
volume of blister has been quantified through surface profiling using interferometry
and as per ASTM D-714 specifications as shown in Table 2. The scanning was
performed over an area of 3.1 × 2.32 mm, and these are highlighted by a black
circle for all samples as shown in the first column of Table 2. The blisters are
spread uniformly over the entire surface of the samples. The surface profiling shows
the amplitude and width of blisters. The upward (above reference point) volume of
deformed region is calculated for the entire scanned surface which gave the overall
extent of blistering. It is found that sample SIII had less blisters compared to the
other samples (SI and SII). It has been found that when samples were subjected to

Figure 1. Samples prepared with different interface roughness (a) sample I, (b) sample II, (c)
SIII and (d) schematic showing substrate roughness.
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NaCl solution, r
rc

(diffusion-induced stress per unit critical stress) becomes constant
with time. Since there is no rise in diffusion-induced stress or mechanical loading
(due to constant chemical potential of NaCl solution), w becomes constant which
then stabilizes the growth of blistered region. Where larger w accounts for higher
interface toughness C wð Þ, while smaller w accounts for lower interface toughness.
However, the interface toughness can only be adjusted using proper interface
roughness R2

a
Wa

which relates to material/roughness parameter k. Experimental results
showed that sample SIII had highest interfacial toughness due to higher interfacial
roughness R2

a
Wa

(lower k) as compared to samples SI and SII.
Post-experimental values of film micro-hardness and mode-adjusted debond

driving force (MADDF) are calculated using equations [42]. These results are
provided in Table 3, which also show post-experimental film thickness for all the
samples. Comparison of Table 1 (pre-exp.) and Table 3 (post-exp.) shows that
sample SIII with lowest k had lowest MADDF (thus highest interfacial toughness),
while sample SI with highest k had highest MADDF (thus lowest interfacial
toughness).

The next section will focus on design of mathematical model for blistering
incorporating all the diffusion and fractured mechanics parameters. The mathematical
model for blister initiation and propagation is designed based on the experimental
observations.

3. Mathematical modelling for blistering

This work is the continuation of research within group as [43–46]. The basic idea of
cathodic blistering is similar to that of cathodic delamination. A 3D model
representation of cathodic blister initiation and propagation is shown in Figures 2(a)
and (b). Delamination and blistering models are often either approached through
fracture mechanics or diffusion law concepts. The current research combines both the
above concepts to quantify the mechanism of cathodic blistering, as shown in Figures
2(c) and (d). The concept of fracture mechanics for coating debondment is taken
from [33].

This research presents growth mechanisms of a single straight-sided blister. The
blister growth rate is a function of several parameters i.e. diffusion parameters and
mechanics parameters of coating/substrate. If ‘V’ represents the blister growth rate,
then

V ¼ f ðc;D�
i ; l;X;N

�
i ; T ;R|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Diffusion parameters

E1; v;Ra;Wa;x; r; rc;CIC ;MB;G;Gm; d;Fc;w; a; b;�; kÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Fracture mechanic parameters

Table 3. Post-experimental data.

Sample
no. h (mm)

H (N/
mm2)

Normalized mode adjusted debonding driving force (MADDF),
G=CICf ðrc=rÞ (N/mm)

SI 8 × 10−3 1211 0.0245
SII 1 × 10−2 1652 0.0248
SIII 1.1 × 10−2 1817 0.0052
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All the above parameters were used during the calculations for developing the govern-
ing law for blister propagation.

3.1. Diffusion and ionic transport model

When an infinitely deep steel panel (substrate) coated with a thin film is exposed to a
salt solution, the transport of oxygen, water and metal ions takes place, resulting in the
formation of an electrochemical cell. Iron is oxidized at the anodic sites, while oxygen
is reduced at the cathodic sites, as shown in Figure 2(c). The cathodic-induced areas
serve as ‘blister nucleation sites’.[27] The coating starts debonding due to internal stres-
ses as a result of pressurized liquid inside the blister cavity, once a threshold is
reached.

This study focuses on the straight sides of the debonded area along yj j ¼ �b.[35]
Consider the debonded area (initial defect) at the metal/coat interface with conditions
yj j � b and xj j\1. The flux of species i, in a diluted electrochemical system is given
in Equation (1).[9]

Ni ¼ � Dircð Þ (1)

The term on the right-hand side of Equation (1) represents the diffusion component of
the flux formation. Furbeth and Stratmann [10–16] reported that the diffusion coeffi-
cients D�

i of the species at the interface are undergoing cathodic delamination which is
two orders smaller in magnitude compared to the aqueous solution. The species inside
a blister cavity will exhibit similar behaviour in terms of cathodic delamination magni-
tude i.e. two orders smaller. Thus, the flux of species inside the blister cavity N �

i yð Þ is
given as:

Figure 2. A 3D schematic for a blister on a coated surface using fracture mechanics and diffu-
sion concepts; (a) bonded film, (b) debonded film, (c) cross-sectional view of debonded film
showing diffusion mechanism and (d) cross-sectional view of debonded film showing fracture
mechanic parameters.
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N�
i yð Þ ¼ � D�

irc
� �

(2)

The driving force for diffusing species is the chemical potential of that species, so
Equation (2) can now be modified using Maxwell-type relation, derivable from
expression of Helmholtz free energy as [47]:

N�
i yð Þ ¼ D�

i rc

RTX
rl yð Þð Þ (3)

where l yð Þ represents the chemical potential of species along the metal coat interface,
X represents the partial molar volume of diffusing species. Both of these parameters
are related as: rl yð Þ ¼ �XrrðyÞ. The term rðyÞ is the normal diffusion-induced stress
at a location y along the metal/coat interface.[27] This function serves as the basis for
the relationship between diffusion and fracture mechanic components of a blistering
system.[48] Equation (3) can now be rewritten as:

N�
i yð Þ ¼ D�

irc

RT

� �
:rr yð Þ (4)

Equation (4) can be written as:

N�
i yð ÞRT
D�

irc
¼ rr yð Þ (5)

3.2. Fracture mechanics model for blister propagation

For the bonded coating shown in Figure 2(a), the stress (rÞ in the film is distributed
everywhere and elastic energy (G) stored in the film is zero. As soon as the stress
becomes large enough due to excessive liquid pressure and ionic activity inside the
blister, the coating film starts to debond, as shown in Figure 2(b). The resultant stress
ΔN and a bending moment MB develops at the coating across its edge at y = b. The
edges are subjected to tensile loading (stress). At the initiation of cathodic debondment,
if rc is the critical cathodic debondment stress, then the interfacial stress r at vertex
point, x; y; zð Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ, must always be equal to or greater than rc as

r� rc (6)

The net stress rnet ¼ r� rc on the coating can be written as:

rnet ¼ r� rc (7)

This developed fracture mechanics approach follows three steps:

(1) Analysis of normalized stresses including the released elastic energy G and
interfacial debondment propagation after blister initiation due to ionic transport.
The width of bonded and debonded coating films are assumed to be 2b 1þ �ð Þ
and 2b, respectively, as shown in Figure 3(a), where � ¼ 1�v2

E1
r is the normal

plane strain, E is the effective Young’s modulus calculated under exposure
condition and v is the Poisson’s ratio of the coating film.

(2) If normalized stresses exceed the critical stress level or if the debonded region is
comparatively large enough, then interfacial debondment propagation will take
place and the blister will start spreading depending upon the interfacial toughness.
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(3) The toughness functions depend upon the mixed mode parameter (w) and can be
corrected using two mode adjustment roughness parameters (k and �).

At the frontal area of debonding, F\Fc and r\rc, the coating film remains intact
with the substrate (bonded) and local debonding deflection δ is zero. Assuming
condition, h=b � 1 where h is the thickness of coating film and the critical failure at
the edge, Fc, is given as [49]:

Fc ¼ p2

12

E1h

1� v2

� �
h

b

� �2

(8)

When the coating film starts to debond from the substrate, the critical stress rc is given
by [34]:

rc ¼ Fc

h
¼ p

b

� �2 D

h

� �
¼ p2

12

E1h

1� v2

� �
h

b

� �2

(9)

where D is the flexural rigidity (bending stiffness) of the coating D ¼ E1h
3

12 1�v2ð Þ½ �
� �

.[35]

According to non-linear plate theory, the length of the coat in bonded and debonded
forms will be different as part of the length of the coat is utilized in the blister during
the process of debonding. The change in length 2b(1 + ε) can be written as:

DL ¼ 2b 1þ �ð Þ � 2b ¼ 2b� (10)

In order for the coating film to revert to its original position on the substrate, it must
satisfy the condition DL ¼ 2b�. Solving Equation (10) yields:

DL ¼ 2b 1� v2ð ÞFc

E1h
þ 1

2

Z b

�b
w02dy ¼ 2b 1� v2ð ÞFc

E1h
þ p2

8b
d2 (11)

Solving Equation (11) for the local deflection, d(y) shown in Figure 3(b) (refer
Appendix 1)

Figure 3. (a) Width of Buckled (top) and unbuckled (bottom) coating film. (b) Geometry and
fracture mechanics parameters along interfacial crack of straight edge.[35]
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d yð Þ ¼ 4b

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v2

E1

� �
r� rcð Þ

s
(12)

Under the steady-state condition, at an arbitrary location y, the local deflection, dðyÞ of
the coating film can be related by substituting Equation (5) in Equation (12).

d yð Þ ¼ 4b

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v2

E1

� �
N�

i yð ÞRT
D�

irc
� p2

12

E1h

1� v2

� �
h

b

� �2
 !vuut (13)

Simulation results of the stress with respect to distance from the vertex of blister initia-
tion indicate that both stresses and deflections are varied with decaying amplitudes. For
r[ rc, the bending moment is directly proportional to the second-order derivative of
the deflection w, MB ¼ Dw00 at vertex point.[49] Thus,

MB ¼ 1

2
rch

2 d
h

� �
¼ 2b

p
rch

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v2

E1
rnet

s
(14)

where rnet ¼ N�
i RT

D�
i rc � p2

12
E1h
1�v2

� �
h
b

� �2
. For the case when, r� rc, the released elastic

energy, G, is obtained using straightforward algebraic simplifications.[35] G and ΔS
relationships for debonding interfaces were first reported in [33–35]. The resultant
stress per unit length of the defective edge due to debonding of the coating is given as
DS ¼ rneth. G is obtained using Equation (15), considering resultant stress change at
the edge of the metal/coating substrate interface

G ¼ 1� v2ð Þh
2E1

rnetð Þ rþ 3rcð Þ ¼ 1� v2ð ÞDS
2E1

rþ 3rcð Þ (15)

When the stress r is very large compared to critical stress rc: (r 	 rcÞ then G ! Gm,
where Gm is the elastic energy stored in the bonded film.[35] This situation gives rise
to edge delamination and is given in Equation (16):

Gm ¼ 1� v2ð Þhr2
2E1

(16)

The ratio G/Gm depends only on r=rc and v as plotted in Figure 4.
G increases monotonically with r=rc, gradually approaching Gm and flattens out

when r ¼ rc, Equation (17)

G

Gm
¼ 1þ rc

r
2� 3rc

r

� �
(17)

At the start of debonding, when r=rc is only slightly above one, the interface
experiences a higher degree of debonding as shown by a sharp rise in G/Gm in
Figure 4. Based on characterizing the elastic properties of coating and composite
models,[35,42,50] the modified fracture mechanics model developed in this research
takes into consideration Dundurs’ elastic mismatch parameters a and bð Þ; where a is
a function of elastic moduli, b depends on Poisson’s ratio and elastic moduli.[51]

Here, a ¼ E1�E2

E1þE2
, where Ei ¼

Ei
1�v2 ðplane strainÞ
Ei ðplane stressÞ



.[49] Note that a ¼ 0 when

E1 ¼ E2. For simplicity, b is set to zero as non-zero b complicates the interfacial
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mechanics modelling. Stress intensities along the interface at a distance y from the
vertex point of the blister are defined using stress intensity factors:
K1 mode 1ð Þ and K2ðmode 2Þ. These factors are related to the released energy rate as
given in Equation (18):

G ¼ 1� v2ð ÞDN
2E

rþ 3rcð Þ ¼ K2
1 þ K2

2

E� (18)

where E��1 ¼ 0:5 E1 þ E2

� ��1
h i

for condition b ¼ 0, K1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E�G

p
cosw;

K2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E�G

p
sinw, G and w define the plane strain characteristics at the vertex point

along the interface. w is given in Equation (19) [34]:

w ¼ tan�1 K2

K1

� �
¼ tan�1 4þ ffiffiffi

3
p

n tanx

�4tanxþ ffiffiffi
3

p
n

� �
(19)

where w is an indicator for the proportion of both the modes K1 and K2 as indicated
by the ratios in Equation (19). w depends upon xðaÞ and the debonding linear deflec-
tion parameter δ. The linear deflection per unit coating thickness is given by parameter

n, where n ¼ d
h ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4
3

r
rc
� 1

� �r
. n and x increase with the rise in r

rc
and a, respectively,

which eventually results in the increase in w. The relationship between n and r
rc

and

the relationship between x and a are shown in Figures 5(a) and (b), respectively.
Figure 5(c) shows the curves for mixed mode parameter w as a function of r=rc

for various values of a, as shown in the following equation. Equation (20) is derived

by substituting n ¼ d
h ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4
3

r
rc
� 1

� �r
in Equation (19) (refer Appendix 2)

w ¼ tan�1
4þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 r

rc
� 1

� �r
tanx

� �

�4 tanxþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 r

rc
� 1

� �r
2
6664

3
7775 (20)

Figure 4. G/Gm as a function of r=rc for various values of v.
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Figure 5. (a) Plot of n as a function of r=rc. (b) Plot of x as a function of a. (c) Curves of
mixed mode parameter w as a function of r=rc for various values of α. (d) Curves of w as a
function of x for various values of n.
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These curves follow a similar trend to that plotted by Hutchinson et al. [34]. The trend
of curves for w as a function of x for various values of n is shown in Figure 5(d). The
curves show that for the range of values of xð0
 ! 90


 Þ, w varies between
�90


 ! þ90


. The key parameter effecting w is x which depends upon various values

of a (the elastic mismatch parameter). At a stage when a ¼ 0 (E1 = E2) and x ¼ 56:3
,
the smooth relative progression of w starts. The mixed mode parameter rise is directly
related to increases in both n and r

rc
. When w ¼ �90
, K1 ! 0 ðmode 1Þ, and the load-

ing effect at the vertex point of the blister becomes purely mode 2. Thus, from Equa-
tions (5) to (18), the released energy G increases with the rise in diffusion-induced
stress intensity, r. G is related to the fracture toughness property C of the interface as:

G ¼ CðwÞ (21)

Larger w accounts for higher interfacial toughness that offers increased resistance to
blister growth. The mix mode parameter (w) depends on r which indicates that the
interfacial toughness C increases with the rise in deflection (dÞ.

3.3. Propagation of blister boundaries using mode adjustment parameters

The diffusion-induced stress r increases monotonically with an increase in G=Gm for a
given blister. However, it is noted that blister growth associated with a rise in r is non-
uniform until the condition G ¼ CðwÞ is met, where CðwÞ is the interfacial toughness.
The critical stress rc decreases with the increase in blister radius b, resulting in the
decay of the proportion i.e. the ratio of critical to the induced stresses rc=r. In order to
the sake of simplicity in calculations, the reciprocal of r=rc is used in the following
sections. Mix mode w, and the energy release rate G, at the debonding edge interface,
increase with the decrease in rc=r. The debonding edge interfaces are considered to be
tougher in mode 2 rather than in mode 1. Equation (22) is derived by further simplify-
ing Equation (20). The curves obtained using Equation (22) show the relationship of
rc=r as a function of w for various values of x, as shown in Figure 6(a) (refer
Appendix 3)

rc
r

¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

tan w�xð Þ
q

þ 1
(22)

Based on Hutchinson’s concept of the toughness function for modelling, the ratio of
mode 2 to mode 1 toughness,[35] a specific toughness function and the concept of
mode-adjusted debondment driving force (MADDF) is introduced. CðwÞ increases from
mode 1 (w = 0o) to mode 2 (w ¼ �90


 Þ with the increase in w; 0

 � �90j j


� �
which

in turn depends on rc=r. If the interfacial toughness variable to analyse the blister
propagation is considered, then the following representation may be utilized:[34]

C wð Þ ¼ CIC wð Þf ðwÞ (23)

where CIC is the interfacial toughness for mode 1 and f wð Þ ! f rc
r

� �
.[34] The toughness

function is given by:

f
rc
r

� �
¼ �3

rc
r

� �2
þ2

rc
r

� �
þ 1 (24)
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Figure 6. (a) Curves of σc/σ as a function of ψ for various values of ω. (b) Curves of f rc
r

� �
as a

function of w for various values of x. (c) Curves of f rc
r

� �
as a function of G=CIC for various

values of x.
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The second-order quadratic Equation (24) is derived from Equation (17). Plots of f rc
r

� �
as a function of w are taken for various values of x as shown in Figure 6(b). This
shows a decreasing trend of f rc

r

� �
for various values of w as x increases from

60

 ! 90



and w from �90


 ! 0


. A higher value of f rc

r

� �
accounts for the increased

value of proportion ð G
CIC

Þ as in the following relationship, which has been given in
Figure 6(c):

G

CIC
¼ f

rc
r

� �
When f rc

r

� � ¼ 1, then C wð Þ ¼ CIC , which corresponds to the criterion K1 ¼ KIC , and
coincides with the classical theory of no-mode dependence.[34] The trend of plots in
Figure 6(c) demonstrates a linear progression is achieved when f rc

r

� � ¼ 1 at G ! CIC .

Figure 7. Schematic of coating/substrate interface toughness as a function of mode mix. When
coating lies above the substrate the interface toughness is C wð Þ. When the coating lies below the
substrate the interface toughness is C �wð Þ.
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This function incorporates the rise in the value of relative proportion of mode 2 to
mode 1.

For a much wider and deeper analysis of blister propagation, the ratio of mode 2 to
mode 1 is considered to be a function of two phenomenological parameters, k and �.
Equation (24) can be modified in the form of a two-parameter family of toughness
functions as given below (refer Appendix 4)

f
rc
r

� �
¼ �3

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 1��ð Þ

tan w 1�kð Þ�xð Þ
q

þ 1

0
B@

1
CA

2

þ2
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 1��ð Þ
tan w 1�kð Þ�xð Þ

q
þ 1

0
B@

1
CAþ 1 (25)

where � and k can be related to fracture interface roughness as in [52,53].
In order to fully understand the propagation of blister boundaries, the simulation

results for two mix mode ranges (�90

 �w� 0



and 0


 �w� 90


) have been sepa-

rately analysed as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8. (a) Curves of f rc
r

� �
as a function of wj j for various values of x for condition

k ¼ 0 and x ¼ 60


. (b) Curves of f rc

r

� �
as a function of wj j for various values of x for condition

� ¼ 0:5 and x ¼ 60


.
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Considering mix mode range �90

 �w� 0



, if 0��\1 and 0� k\1, then

Equation (25) follows the criterion f rc
r

� �
[ 0. When � ¼ 1, Equation (25) exhibits

quadratic behaviour. When f rc
r

� � ¼ 0, the system of equations becomes unstable;
therefore, � should always be less than 1.

Similarly, when k ¼ 1 and w\x, the system becomes unstable as f rc
r

� � ¼ infinity;
hence, both conditions should be avoided. The angular deflection of w is plotted in
Figures 8(a) and (b) for a constant value of � at 0.5 where f rc

r

� �
is a function of both

parameters k (variable) and � (constant).
The relation G=CIC ¼ f wð Þ is termed as mode adjustment debondment progression

equation in terms of CIC . For the case � and k ¼ 0, the curves for G=CIC as a function
of rc=r are shown in Figure 9(a) for various values of x. The trend of the graph shows
a decaying progression until wþ x[ 90



. This decaying behaviour is due to the term

Figure 9. Graphs for condition �90

 �w� 0



. (a) Curves of G=CIC as a function of rc=r for

condition k ¼ � ¼ 0. (b) Curves of G=CICf ðrc=rÞ as function of rc=r for condition
� ¼ 0 and x ¼ 60



. (c) Curves of G=CICf ðrc=rÞ as function of rc=r for condition

k ¼ 0 and x ¼ 60


. (d) Curves of G=CICf ðrc=rÞ as function of rc=r for various values of

� and k and x ¼ 60


.
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=tanðw� xÞp

in Equation (22), which shows an increasing behaviour for values of
w from �90


 ! 0


. An overall decay for rc=r is shown at the values of G=CIC .

Curves for normalized MADDF, G=CICf ðrc=rÞ at various values of � and k are shown
in Figures 9(b)–(d). The increase in rc=r, Figures 9(b)–(d), is linked to the increase in
the curves for normalized debondment driving force. The interfacial toughness
G ¼ CICf wð Þ is higher towards the bottom of the curves (close to 1 along the vertical
axis). The peak values of the curves correspond to mode 1 ðw ¼ 0


 Þ of the interfacial
toughness, while the lowest values correspond to mode 2ðw ¼ �90


 Þ. Depending upon
� and k, the mix mode proportion is decided between mode 1 and mode 2. Higher val-
ues of � and k take into account the corresponding rise in G=CICf ðrc=rÞ, resulting in
lower interfacial toughness, G, which is close to mode 1. Lower values of � and k, for
instance 0.1, will generate higher interfacial toughness. When f rc

r

� �
\1, the normalized

debondment driving force, G=CICf ðrc=rÞ becomes high resulting in unstable growth of
blister. This condition continuous till f ðrc=rÞ = 1 is met as shown in Table 4. This
behaviour is linked to the rise in relative proportion of mode 2 to mode 1, and also to
w and G according to Equation (23). The simulation values for this behaviour are
shown in Table 4.

Figure 9. (Continued).
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Considering mix mode range 0

 �w� 90



, if rc=r is a function of w, then G=CIC

shows an increasing trend for various values of k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and � = 0 as shown
in Figure 10(a). Curves of the normalized debondment driving force, G=CICf ðrc=rÞ for
various values of � and k are shown in Figures 10(b)–(d). The curves in Figure 10(b)
show a drop in the trend of G=CICf ðrc=rÞ for decreasing values of k when

� ¼ 0 and x ¼ 60


. The curves do not fit for k[ 0:3, as the term

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 1��ð Þ

tan w 1�kð Þ�xð Þ
q

in

Equation (25) shows unstable results. When k ¼ 0 and x ¼ 60


, then curves show an

increasing trend in debondment driving force,G=CICf ðrc=rÞ as a function of f rc
r

� �
for

various values of �. It is noted that for 0

 �w� 90



, the main mode adjustment

parameter is only k and a higher k value compared to � increases the debondment

Table 4. Simulation values for �90

 �w� 0



.

Initial conditions: x ¼ 60


; � ¼ k ¼ 0:2

ψ (°) G/ΓIC f(σc/σ) G=CICf ðrc=rÞ
−39 1.0514 0.5471 1.9217
−42 1.1114 0.7894 1.4079
−45 1.1547 0.9096 1.2695
−48 1.1877 0.9874 1.2029
−51 1.2137 1.0435 1.1631
−54 1.2349 1.0866 1.1365
−57 1.2523 1.1210 1.1172
−60 1.2670 1.1492 1.1025
−63 1.2794 1.1730 1.0908
−66 1.2901 1.1933 1.0811
−69 1.2992 1.2108 1.0730
−72 1.3070 1.2262 1.0659
−75 1.3137 1.2398 1.0596
−78 1.3194 1.2519 1.0539
−81 1.3241 1.2627 1.0486
−84 1.3279 1.2725 1.0435
−87 1.3307 1.2813 1.0385
−90 1.3325 1.2893 1.0335

Table 5. Simulation values for 0

 �w� 90



.

ψ (°)

Initial conditions:
x ¼ 60



; � ¼ k ¼ 0:2

Initial conditions:
x ¼ 65



; � ¼ k ¼ 0:2

G/ΓIC f(σc/σ) G=CICf ðrc=rÞ G/ΓIC f(σc/σ) G=CICf ðrc=rÞ
63 1.220 – – – – –
66 1.268 – – 1.148 – –
69 1.294 – – 1.240 – –
72 1.310 – – 1.278 – –
75 1.320 – – 1.300 – –
78 1.326 1.220 1.087 1.314 – –
81 1.330 1.268 1.049 1.323 – –
84 1.332 1.294 1.029 1.328 1.214 1.094
87 1.333 1.310 1.017 1.331 1.265 1.052
90 1.332 1.320 1.009 1.333 1.292 1.031
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driving force. The system gives unstable results after k ¼ � ¼ 0:3, as shown in
Figure 10(d). Consequently, an increase in interfacial toughness G is observed from
mode 1 to mode 2 (close to 1 along vertical axis). The simulation results for this beha-
viour are shown in Table 5 for k ¼ � ¼ 0:2; x ¼ 60



and 65



, which shows unstable

results for w\78


and 84



, respectively. The sign ‘–’ in Table 5 corresponds to unsta-

ble values. The higher að> 0Þ accounts for larger x which, in turn, directly relates to
the interfacial toughness,G. It is clear from Figure 5(d) that x increases with higher
value of n which, in turn, inversely relates to f ðrc=rÞ. An increase in x encounters an
increase in n but reduces f ðrc=rÞ functionality. This phenomenon is shown in Table 5
for x ¼ 60



and 65



.

From above two mix mode ranges −90° ≤ ψ ≤ 0° and 0° ≤ ψ ≤ 90°, it is evident
that the governing non-dimensional roughness parameter k plays a key role in evaluat-
ing MADDF, G=CICf ðrc=rÞ (thus interfacial toughness) given a fixed value of �.

Figure 10. Graphs for condition: 0

 �w� 90



. (a) Curves of G=CIC as a function of rc=r for

condition: k ¼ � ¼ 0. (b) Curves of G=CICf ðrc=rÞ as function of rc=r for condition:
� ¼ 0 and x ¼ 60



. (c) Curves of G=CICf ðrc=rÞ as function of rc=r for condition:

k ¼ 0 and x ¼ 60


. (d) Curves of G=CICf ðrc=rÞ as function of rc=r for various values of

� and k and x ¼ 60


.
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4. Validation of mathematical model using experimental results

The experiment (Section 2) follows the mix mode range criterion 0

 �w� 90



in which

coating lies above the substrate. Thus, all the simulation results under the above crite-
rion will be considered for the validation of mathematical model for blistering.

(i) For mix mode range 0

 �w� 90



, Figure 10(b) shows that MADDF

G=CICf ðrc=rÞ is lower for lower values of k. For k = 0.1, MADDF is lowest
(highest interfacial toughness), while for k = 0.3, MADDF is highest (lowest
interfacial toughness). Experimental results showed similar behaviour in
which comparison of Table 1 (pre-exp.) and Table 3 (post-exp.) showed that
sample SIII with lowest k had lowest MADDF (thus highest interfacial
toughness), while sample SI with highest k had highest MADDF (thus lowest
interfacial toughness).

(ii) In Figure 10(b), for constant rc=r = 0.13, w is constant (as w depends on
rc=r); however, w can be adjusted using k as per Equation (25). Similar
behaviour was also observed for experiment data in Table 1. Table 1 shows
mix mode parameter w = 5.4o (which lies in the mix mode range

Figure 10. (Continued).
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0

 �w� 90



) which is constant for all samples (SI, SII and SIII). This con-

stant behaviour of w is due to constant diffusion-induced stress (r = 3.6 GPa)
and critical stress ðrc = 3.4 GPa). The stresses remain constant because
chemical potential is constant for 11.1 M NaCl solution.

(iii) In Figure 10(a), the trends for G=CIC show no change in behaviour for vari-
ous values of k (0.3, 0.2 and 0.1). Experimental results in Table 1 show the
similar behaviour where CIC remains constant for all samples having different
values of k (2.93, 0.82 and 0.029). The reason behind this behaviour is that
CIC is a coating property which varies with variation in thickness of film
(which is constant in experiment) and has negligible effects with the variation
in interface roughness.

5. Conclusions

A comprehensive unified model has been developed to explore the debonding failure
mechanisms of blistering. Initial calculations developed the mechanisms for ionic trans-
port of species in to the blister cavity resulting in debonding of the coating from sub-
strates.

Further calculations were performed to explain the mechanics of straight-sided blis-
tering subject to equi-biaxial tensile stresses. The principal equations for both the
components were combined to form a governing law for blister propagation based on
specific toughness functions and mode adjustment parameters. The following, with
regard to cathodic blistering, has been concluded based on the results obtained through
the model developed during this research.

� The normalized stresses, r along the substrate coat interface is a function of
chemical potential of the diffusing species.

� If normalized stresses exceed the critical stress level rc or if the debonded region
is comparatively large enough, then interfacial debondment propagation will take
place and blistering will initiate and then spread if and when the interfacial
toughness reduces.

� The interfacial toughness depends on the elastic mismatch parameters a and the
related angular deflection x. The curves show that, for the range of values of
xð0
 ! 90


 Þ, the mix mode parameter w will vary between �90

 ! þ90



:

� The specific toughness functions and the concept of mode-adjusted interfacial
debondment growth define the propagation of blister boundaries. The interfacial
toughness, G increases from mode 1 (w = 0°) to mode 2 (w ¼ �90


 Þ with the
increase in w; 0


 � �90j j

� �

which in turn depends on rc=r.
� The mode 2 to mode 1 proportion is considered to be a function of two mode

adjustment parameters, k and �. Curves of normalized MADDF, G=CICf ðrc=rÞ
for various values of � and k depend upon the function f ðrc=rÞ. The two
parameter toughness functions are useful for analysing the toughness of debonded
edge interfaces, which are considered to be tougher in mode 2 ðw ¼ �90


 Þ com-
pared to mode 1ðw ¼ 0



).
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Appendix 1. Derivation of Equation (12)
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Appendix 2. Derivation of Equation (20)
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Appendix 3. Derivation of Equation (22)
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Appendix 4. Derivation of Equation (25)
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